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ABSTRACT: Digital image inpainting pertains to the
reconstruction of missing or damaged portions of
images in a manner that is not detectable to the observer.
This study evaluates the Criminisi algorithm for digital
image inpainting and proposes four improvements. First,
a new priority function was introduced using piecewise
function to adjust the sequence of inpainting process
and change the operation used from multiplication to
addition under certain conditions. This adjustment
improved the flexibility of the algorithm thereby avoiding
incorrect filling sequence caused by rapid decay of data
term. Second, Sobel operator instead of the traditional
gradient direction was used to improve the computation
of isophote. This approach first restored points on the
isophote, which is beneficial to information fusion. Third,
a new matching function was proposed and a new
matching search method was employed to identify
samples in the neighborhood of the damaged region
based on similarity. This improvement created the
nearest optimal matching block used for inpainting.
Finally, a new formula of smoothing error propagation
for updating confidence value was defined. This method
ensured the correct sequence of synthesis from the
periphery to the center. Experimental results show that
this improved algorithm yields satisfactory inpainting
results and improves repair efficiency.
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1. Introduction

Digital image processing developed rapidly with the
increasing popularity of computers and other digital
products. Digital image acquisition, storage, transmission,
and use may result in defects in local information of image.
For example, compression, transmission, and storage of
digitally scanned images of damaged murals or old
photographs may lead to information loss. Clients may
also eliminate or hide specific information in the images.
Digital image restoration technology was developed to
address these problems.

Digital image inpainting, which is also known as image
completion, produces visually plausible image interpolation
of image regions. These regions have missing data caused
by damage or occlusion. The development of digital image
inpainting has been delayed, but it soon became a
research hotspot in the field of image processing and
computer vision. Inpainting primarily aims to achieve non-
detectable adjustments of an image. Digital image
inpainting has been used in various applications, such as
in art restoration, computer animation, special effects,
and virtual reality. Digital image inpainting is key to solving
several problems in image processing, such as image
compression, super resolution, and concealment of video
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error. Research on digital image inpainting can solve these
problems and promote the development of this area.

2. State of The Art

Digital image inpainting algorithms are classified into two
categories.The first method  proposed by Bertalmio [1] is
based on partial differential equation (PDE) and variational
method. The algorithm is a simulation of the repair process
of professional repair personnel. In this process, image
restoration is completed by spreading the external
information of the boundary of the area for repair to the
internal region along normal direction of the contour line.
Chan and Shen proposed a variational framework based
on total variation (TV) to recover missing information [2].
A curvature-driven diffusion equation was also proposed
to realize the connectivity principle, which does not hold
in the TV model [3]. The outcome is a rough, unfocused
boundary of the repaired area. Masno filled the
damaged region with isophote information, but this process
attained poor anti-noise ability [4]. Chan and Zhou
improved reconstruction quality by changing the repair
model and wavelet coefficient [5]. Other inpainting methods
can improve the partial differential method to repair an
image [6,7,8,9]. These algorithms fill the missing image
region by diffusing information from the known region into
the missing region at the pixel level. These methods yield
good inpainting of the small missing region, but they fail
to fill large missing or textured regions.

The second method is based on texture synthesis and is
suitable for repairing large areas. The classic algorithm
proposed by Criminisi [10] is based on the sample-based
texture synthesis algorithm; this algorithm integrates the
characteristics of the first image inpainting method to
improve restoration effect. Several scholars used this
algorithm to propose new ones. Tangd used image texture
features for image segmentation to repair damaged images
and inhibit error propagation [11]. NieE and Huang
introduced a new calculation method to determine the
repair order of the damaged region and achieve improved
repair effect [12,13]. Perez examined the influence of
sample size on repair results [14]. The adaptive template
repair algorithm was proposed based on these
improvements. A number of scholars proposed a series of
adaptive algorithms using image information
[15,16,17,18,19]. Fu Shaochun et al. used  neighborhood
characteristics to select sample size [20,21,22]. These
algorithms achieved satisfactory repair texture, but they
also introduce texture overlap. Some scholars proposed
an image restoration algorithm based on texture transfer,
but these algorithms have high computational cost [23].
Others proposed an image restoration algorithm based
on matching blocks with natural repair effect [24], but
they also have high computational cost.  The present study
aims to improves the Criminisi algorithm given its
popularity and satisfactory repair effect. The Criminisi
algorithm has four main defects. The first defect of this
algorithm is priority calculation. The template data value
of this algorithm will rapidly decline to zero as the filling

process advances thereby resulting in unreliable
calculation of priority. The sequence of the filling process
may be inaccurate, which affects the final restoration
effect. Second, repaired images with rich texture do not
produce good effects because of the simple calculation
of isophote. Third, this process uses a global search
algorithm to identify the optimal matching block. This
process will generate false matches and reduce filling
speed. Lastly, the identical treatment of the original pixels
of the damaged area and the filled pixel indicates the same
reliability of the two categories of pixels. This process
does not consider repair effect thereby resulting in
compromised restoration effect. The algorithm should
determine perfectly matched areas and fills. This process
requires searching, matching, and pasting. Another issue
is determining the priority of the block that will be restored.
We proposed an improved algorithm based on Criminisi
to address this issue.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 3
analyzes the Criminisi algorithm. We suggest four
improvements in priority calculation, isophote calculation,
search of matching area, and update of confidence value.
We conduct experiment in Section 4 by applying the
proposed method in the digital images. We then compare
our results with those of other methods. Conclusions and
directions for future work are given in Section 5.

3. Methodology

3.1 Introduction of the Criminisi algorithm
The Criminisi algorithm uses a sample-based texture
synthesis method to copy the source pixel region of the
matched image. The target region is then filled with the
duplicated pixel. The target region contains the existing
texture and structure information. The configuration
information between regions can be obtained by changing
the filling order of pixels. This algorithm solves the problem
of simultaneously generated texture and structure
information and maintains high-efficiency, which is an
advantage of the original texture synthesis algorithm.

Figure 1(a) shows image I; the target region is denoted
as W, contour line is dW, and source region is f(f=I-W).
Figure 1(b) shows the default size of square template ψ p
along the contour line within the 9× 9 target region. Center
point P is located in contour line dW. Template  yp  should
contain part of the synthesized pixels. Each pixel within
the template has a color value and a confidence value.
The confidence value indicates the filling state of that point,
wherein 1 indicates that it has been filled and 0 means
otherwise. Each template on the contour line has a
temporary priority that determines the priority of each
template to be filled. The filling process should gradually
start along the contour line to ensure that the structural
information can be firstly generated. After initialization,
the following three steps are repeated until the fillings are
completed.
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(a) Damaged image (b) Determine the block

(c) Search block (d) Update

Figure. 1 Sample-based image inpainting

3.1.1 Priority calculation
Priority consists of two parts. The first part is the data
value of the template, which reflects the information
intensity of the image structure to ensure the preferred
synthesis of the linear structure. The other aspect is the
template confidence value, which shows that the template
is filled with pixels with high credibility because the priority
of this template rely on known pixels. The two aspects
have mutual restraint.

Priority calculation adopts the following formula:

( ) ( ) ( )=P p C p D p                                        (1)
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                (2)

In Formula (2), C(p) represents the confidence value of
the template and D(p) represents data value of the tem-
plate. C(q) represents the confidence value of the pixel at
point q. During initialization, the value of each point in the

target region should be 0 and the value of each point in
in the source region is 1. pψ  represents the area of
template ψ p ; ∂ is a standardized parameter for the
average grayscale, ∂ =255. p n is the unit normal vector
of the contour line at point p, and ∇ I P  is the intensity
and direction of isophote at point p. Priority will be
calculated first to obtain the synthetic sequence for each
template. The formula shows that the confidence value of
the template that contains a high number of filled pixels
is large with high credibility. Templates at the tip of
“peninsulas” of the filled pixels that jut into the target region
are set aside until the majority of surrounding pixels are
filled. The data values  of templates with evident structure
and projecting line segments are large. Thus, these
templates are preferentially filled. Templates with large
data values tend to approach prominent line segments,
whereas templates with a high confidence values
suppress the projection of line segments. Given these
behaviors, a certain balance is achieved between the two.

3.1.2 Diffusion of texture and structure information
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After priority calculation, the template is filled according
to priority. Samples are taken from the source region to
identify the best match for the template. As shown in Figure
1(c), the search covers the entire known information region
to determine the template with minimal sum of color
squared differences (SSD). This template is the optimal
matching template. The corresponding pixel is then copied
and filled into the template of the target area. As shown in
Figure 1(d), complete filling includes texture and formed
structure information. Unlike the traditional image
inpainting algorithm, which disseminates information
through diffusion, the proposed algorithm spreads
information through sampling from the source region. This
approach prevents blurring in the filling of the large area.

3.1.3 Update of confidence value
The confidence value of the template is updated after the
remaining pixels within the template filling.

3.2  Improvement of  priority calculation
The original algorithm determines priority based on the
product operation. If the data item of the template is zero
during restoration process, template restoration cannot
be completed even if  the confidence value is large
because the priority is zero. Moreover, if D(p) in more
than one template is zero during restoration, their priority
will also be zero thereby rendering C(p) meaningless.

The use of P(p) = C(p)D(p) to compute priority tends to be
unreliable. Based on [24], the operation is changed to
addition operation under the condition of D(p)≠0 and C(p)
< 0.5. The following formula is then obtained:

( ) ( ) 0
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0 ( ) 0.5

( ) ( ) ( ) 0 ( ) 0.5
α β

=⎧
⎪= + ≠ <⎨
⎪ ≠ ≥⎩

C p D p
P p C P D p D p and C p

C p D p D P and C p            (3)

In the formula, α and β are adjustment parameters. C(p)
equal to zero is not taken into account because p is
located on the contour and the confidence value of the
template that will be restored cannot be zero. This criterion
guarantees that the priority will be high as long as
confidence is sufficiently high when data item is zero.
Gold segmentation points, such as α=0.382, β=0.618,
are used when the data item is not zero and confidence
value is less than 0.5; this approach differs from that
adopted in [24]. In the new algorithm, the data items are
dominant factors and structure-preferred is restored. This
approach is consistent with the principle of visual
psychology. When the data item is not zero and the
confidence value is greater than or equal to 0.5, the
Criminisi algorithm remains the first choice for calculating
priority. This approach allows the two items to mutually
inhibit each other, which ensures that restoration gradually
spreads inward from the periphery. This method solves
the problem of hysteresis of the restoration of low texture
region using the Criminisi algorithm. This process
addresses repair order that are inconsistent with the
direction of linear structure.

3.3 Improvement of  isophote calculation
In the Criminisi algorithm, the calculation of isophote ⊥∇ pI
is replaced with a simple gradient direction. This method
does not effectively blend the isophote with the surrounding
information in the face of images with rich texture and
instead damages the final repair effect. The Sobel operator
was employed to calculate the isophote and solve this
issue. Templates measuring 3 × 3 were used with the
Sobel operator.

In the following formula, h  represents the Sobel operator
in the horizontal direction and 'h  represents the Sobel
operator in the vertical direction.

'( , ) ( , , , )φ φ⊥ ⊥ ⊥∇ = =p x y p pI g g h h                  (4)

In Formula (4), φp represents the 3×3 template with a

center point on the boundary. Horizontal gradient xg is

obtained by multiplying φp with  horizontal Sobel operator

h. Vertical gradient gy is obtained by multiplying φp with
vertical Sobel operator h’. The vertical orthogonal vector
denotes the intensity of the isophote. The points on the
isophote are restored first to retain the border line of the
two color regions as the filling process continues. This
approach maintain the linear structure of the image.

3.4  Improvements in the matching region and
optimal matching block
Matching under the Criminisi algorithm is performed with
known information from the entire image to determine the
best matching block for the template with the highest
priority on the contour line. The search space is composed
of templates that are composed of pixels of the known
region. This process is time consuming [22]. The
information of the source image relevant to the template
being restored only exists in a certain area. Based on the
Markov Random Field model on texture locality and
stability [20], the new algorithm narrows down the matching
zone to the S × S square neighborhood with the pixel
point that will be restored as the center pixel. The size of
matching neighborhood S × S can be determined by the
shape of the damaged area. Repeated testing and
verification of a large number of images can maintain the
size of the damaged area within m × n. The new algorithm
sets K = min (m, n) and S = 2 ×K +1.

In the Criminisi algorithm, the order for searching the op-
timal matching block is from top to bottom and left to
right. The algorithm searches for the candidate block in
the matching area for blocks to be restored. SSD compu-
tation is implemented to identify the best matching block.
The matching process creates more than one candidate
block given the same minimum SSD of the block that will
be restored. If the optimal matching block are far apart
from blocks to be restored,it only ensure consistency with
the features of known pixels in the block for restoration.
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             (a)To-be-restored block (b) Similar block 1 (c) Similar block 2

Figure 2.  Similar sample blocks

The characteristics of the remaining portion are likely
inconsistent with expected results. The following matching
block search will result in poor reproduction process once
an error matching block is copied. Figure 2 shows as
similar block with 5×5 measurement. Any block in Figure
2(b) and Figure 2(c) can be used to restore Figure 2(a).
The repair effect of Figure 2(c)should be the best, so Figure
2(c) is the real optimal matching block.

The matching in the Criminisi algorithm uses SSD
calculation. Image texture is not considered. The color
difference between the corresponding pixels of the block
that will be restored and the selected matching block is
only considered, not include the gradient difference of the
corresponding position. The following matching function
is proposed to solve the problem:

'
'

arg min ( , )
ψ φ

ψ ψ ψ
∈

=
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d                         (5)
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In Formula (5), ψ q  represents the optimal matching block

and ψ p  represents the block to be restored. In Formula

(6), '( , )ψ ψp q
d represents the distance between the to-be-

restored block and matching block, m represents the
number of pixels in the block to be repaired, ipV  represents
the color value of the ith pixel in the to-be-restored block,

'iq
V  represents the color value of the ith pixel in the

matching block, ipI  represents the gradient value of the

ith pixel in the to-be-restored block, 'iq
I  represents the

gradient value of the ith pixel in the matching block. New
matching function ensures a minimum difference in the
color and texture of the two blocks.

A search method to identify the nearest, optimal match-
ing block is proposed. The matching point of point p for
restoration is identified by  using point p as the center in
the square neighborhood and by sequentially searching
points whose chessboard distance to point p are n (1 ≤ n
≤ max, n N∈ ). These points are then used as matching
points. This approach uses these points as center points
and generates candidate blocks. Match computing is per-
formed on these candidate blocks and block ψ p  until the

search is completed in the entire matching area. This
method of searching the matching block is from near to
distant, and choosing the best matching block which is
the nearest one with a minimum distance difference in
candidate blocks. The search records the candidate block
with the minimum distance difference to the block that
requires restoration. The block then copies this information
to the appropriate location on the block for restoration.
The repair result has a larger correlation with its
neighborhood and is more consistent with the visual
effects. According to some scholars [24], using a similar
block more than once results in evidently human-induced
restoration trace. To avoid this result, the logarithm of the
average number of pixels in the optimal matching block is
used as the cost function. Other studies [20] proposed
the identification of the best matching points in the
matching area before selecting the closest point for
replacement. These methods share the common problem
of excessive computational cost.

Results show that our method is more efficient than the
above methods. Our method also achieved a natural image
restoration effect.

3.5 Improvement of confidence value update
The confidence value of the restored pixel will be set to 1
when the Criminisi algorithm updates the template of a
damaged image upon repair. Thus, in the next calculation
of template C(p), the C(q) of the non-damaged pixels on
the original image and the restored pixels are all 1. This
result demonstrates that the pixel after restoration and
the non-damaged pixel on the original image are equally
reliable. The algorithm updates the border after restoration
of the template, which will likely cause the point with
maximum priority on the new boundaries to lie within the
just-filled template.

Incorrect information continues to extend to the interior.
Unreasonable color information will cause error information
to spread downward, which will eventually result in poor
restoration effect. To overcome this weakness, the new
algorithm sets a threshold value T. T depends on the value
of distance difference corresponding to the specific
template.

In Formula (7), K represents '( , )ψ ψp q
d , as shown in For-

mula (6).The credibility of this template is high if K is
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smaller than threshold value T. The confidence value of
the pixel that will be restored can be directly updated with
that of the corresponding pixel of the source image
template. Credibility is lower than that of the information
in the source area if the value of K is greater than T.
Therefore, equal treatment is not suggested. The
confidence value of the pixel to be restored is updated
with the confidence value of template with the highest
priority before matching. For example, if the confidence
value of the template with the highest priority before
matching is 0.68, then the confidence values of the
remaining pixels that will be restored after matching are

0.68. This process ensures that the deeper the pixel
reaches the interior during constant patching, the lower
the reliability will be. This finding is consistent with the
general rule. Low reliability will result in low priority P(p).
Thus, the matching templates with substantially high
confidence values should be employed. This process
ensures that the synthesis sequence occurs from the
periphery to the center.

4. Analysis of Results And Discussion

The experiments were conducted on a PC (Pentium Dual
i5-4200M, 2.5 GHz, Memory 4 GB) using Visual C + +
6.0.

In the algorithm, α = 0.382, β = 0.618, and threshold T is
11. The restoration effects are compared in terms of the
Criminisi algorithm, algorithm in [24], and our proposed
algorithm.

      (a) Original image        (b) Image for Restoratio           (c) Criminisi                       (d) Literature [24]              (e) Our proposed
   algorithm

Figure 3. Comparison of resulting  images (“Bungee”)

(a) Original image (b) Image for Restoration (c) Criminisi

Figure 3(c) indicates a clear fault in the roof area. Given
the simple update of confidence value,  the calculation of

priority uses the product of data item and confidence item.
Once an error message is filled, extremely high priority
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(d) Literature [24] (e) Our proposed algorithm

Figure 4. Comparison of result images (“Girl”)

results in continuous extension of irrational color informa-
tion. Needless “junk” exists in another marked area in the
image because the Criminisi algorithm is a global search
method. If the image contains noise, false matches often
appear, and as the restoration progresses, repair errors
increase.Figure 3(d) shows that the restoration effect of

the algorithm in [24] demonstrated improvement. How-
ever, “junk” continues to exist in the identified area. Our
algorithm is based on continuous improvement in priority
calculation and optimal matching of block search. Figure
3(e) shows the effect of our proposed algorithm. This ef-
fect is natural and smooth and virtually zero flaws.

        (a) Original image       (b) Image for Restoration           (c) Criminisi                       (d) Literature [24]          (e) Our proposed algorithm

Figure 5. Comparison of resulting images (“Grass”)

Three large damaged lawn patches are shown in Figure
5(b). These patches lie at the junction of a variety of color
textures. This can better compare restore effects of the
algorithms. Figure 5(c) indicates a clear restoration
deviation in the identified region using the Criminisi
algorithm. The algorithm in [24], which is shown in Figure
5(d), demonstrated significant improvement, except for
the damaged area on the left with the junction of a variety
of textures. The restoration effect of this algorithm is not
natural. Our new algorithm uses the Sobel operator to
improve the calculation of isophote value. Given this
approach, the effect in Figure 5(e) is reasonable and

consistent with real circumstances.

Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is used as an
objective evaluation standard of quality of image
restoration. Its unit is dB.Table 1 shows the PSNR of
the image with three-color channels components and
their specific data.

A high value of PSNR results in small error between
the original image and the restored image. Table 1
shows that our algorithm is suitable for a variety of
breakages with improved repair results.
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Table 2 shows the number of missing pixels in Figures 3,
4, and 5 and the duration of restoration of the three
algorithms (in seconds). Experimental results shows that

restricting the matching area to a square neighborhood
centered on the pixel for restoration can significantly
improve repair speed to ensure inpainting effect.

     Fig.                   Red channel                                     Green channel                   Blue channel

Criminisi       Lit [24]       Proposed       Criminisi       Lit [24]       Proposed     Criminisi       Lit [24]        Proposed

   Fig.3       24.2167         25.9579       25.0937 24.1848 26.0728       25.1959  23.2630         25.2627   24.3996

   Fig.4       37.8884         38.3325       39.0341           38.8608         38.9960       39.9049            40.5025 40.5924         41.6503

   Fig.5       29.7048         29.9707       30.0186 30.6241 30.6037        30.6558   31.0850 31.3064   31.3677

Table 1. PSNR of the restored image  db

                   Fig          Image size          Number of missing Pixels            Criminisi              Lit[24]             Proposed

                 Fig.3           206×308                                   7954                                        18                           7                           4

                 Fig.4           350×262                                   4255                                        19                           5                           3

                 Fig.5           350×262  8999          30                         6                           5

Table 2. Comparison of computation time

5. Conclusions

Digital image inpainting has received considerable
attention. The Criminisi algorithm is widely used as the
mainstream algorithm of digital image inpainting. The
present study applies the Criminisi algorithm to the field
of image restoration. To overcome the deficiencies of this
algorithm, we proposed four improvements, namely, priority
calculation, isophote value calculation, search of matching
region and the best matching block, and update of
confidence value. The following conclusions are drawn:

(1) A new priority function is proposed based on the priority
calculation malpractice of Criminisi algorithm. This new
function is flexible and can be applied to a variety of
situations using piecewise function. Product operation are
changed to addition under certain conditions to avoid error
in filling order.

(2) The Sobel operator is introduced in the calculation of
isophote values to replace the gradient direction in Criminisi
algorithm. The new method ensure that points on the
isophote are restored first. The Sobel operator is conducive
to the restoration of the linear structure of images with
rich texture.

(3) A new matching search method of the nearest optimal
matching block is proposed. This method narrows down
the matching zone based on Markov random field model.
A new matching function that considers additional matching
texture information is employed. This approach can
reduce error propagation caused by incorrect source patch
matching. This algorithm is less time consuming because
of its partial execution.

(4) The new confidence function results in varying
confidence values in different conditions. Matching block
selection in the known region can prevent expansion of
error information. The experimental results show that the
restoration effect of the improved algorithm is consistent
with the characteristics of human visual system.

Restoration errors that are not consistent with human
vision will continue to exist in complicated damaged
images with intense structures. The universality of this
algorithm has limited application in different types of image
restoration. Thus, future work should further improve the
universality and adaptability of this algorithm.
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